The Paul Bird Band are skilled and experienced musicians who know how
to make your function special and memorable. We are a versatile outfit who
can set the mood you need: from cool laid-back lounging and dinner-music
sets to something to get up and dance to.
You'll get enveloped in the relaxed jazzy sound as diners hold hands and make
eyes at each other, and will tap your feet until you simply must dance when
the rhythm kicks in.
To call us a “jazz quartet” (or quintet.... or sextet...) is a little too understated;
we have a dirty side that drips in heartfelt rhythms, blues and its progeny. We
offer a mix of male and female vocal stylings, with a healthy dose of popular
and rock 'n' roll as the mood takes it.

Contact Information
Contact Paul to discuss your requirements. He'll
keep it simple, and give you a clear, no obligation
quote. We'll make sure your function's music goes
smoothly.

Telephone: 03 98980154
Email: pmbird@bigpond.net.au
Website: paulbirdband.com

Corporate Events
We cater for all shapes and sizes: the annual ball, a celebratory drinks session
or a low-key function with background music. Whatever; some common
ingredients are: planning, reliability and... have fun!

Weddings
We love weddings. Its a time that is
remembered by all, and a special
experience for us. We go out of our way to
give you the music to suit and to make
sure that it all goes to plan. We work with
the MC and the kitchen so it all goes
“without a hitch”.

Parties
We do a great job at parties: birthdays,
anniversaries, or for no real reason at all.
Whatever the event, we will make it
special.
… We are always happy to be engaged to
do something a little bit different.

Frequently Asked Questions
What venue size are you suited to?
We have played all sizes of venues from intimate cafes to function centres and town halls.
We do outdoor gigs too, just so long as the band is under cover.
What stage setup do you need?
An area to play (at least 3.5 x 2.5m) and a power outlet. Thats it!
What if you need additional PA equipment?
Our standard setup easily handles most rooms and functions. We'll know if the venue size
or guest count warrants additional equipment and we'll include it in our quote.
Can I choose the type of songs you play?
Of course! Our aim is to give you a worry-free function and to make your guests happy.
We expect to discuss song-styles and special requests before the function. If you don't
know, that's fine, leave it to us and we'll sort it out.
Do you play recorded background music in your breaks?
We can. Leave it to us, or if you have your own CD or iPOD player, we can accomodate
that.
What are your rates?
Rates vary with date, location, duration etc. Give Paul a call; he'll quote with no
obligation.

To hear our music
...visit our website, or telephone us for a CD.

Styles
We have a repertoire of hundreds of songs, too many to list.
Our typical lineup dishes up the jazz & swing standards, bossa and latin jazz,
blues, rock n roll, sixties & seventies, party dance, slow numbers,
contemporary, wedding, you name it.
We can also present a 9-piece vintage dixieland lineup for that old style New
Orleans jazz and blues.
Where appropriate, we also play original songs.

